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Abstract: 

 OFM based on the optical long haul area reflectometry and related configurations deployed 

clinched alongside present optical access, trunk and submarine cable networks. For the efficient 

maintenance and operation of optical fiber networks, consideration has been concentrated looking 

into OFM. The fundamental work of OFM in communication system are designed to investigate for 

faults in optical fiber line and will find the shortcoming with proper determination as  a post fault 

maintenance activity.. 

1. Introduction: 

 In recent years, the optical communication system ended up to envelope at a rapid pace, 

Hence optical communication system today include a secondary level from claiming intricacy. The 

configuration furthermore examination for these system, which typically incorporates different 

marked channels, different topologies, non-linear units and uncommonly optical fiber observing and 

also submarine fiber system.  

Optical fiber networks started to be deployed for submarine and trunk system in Japan will meet the 

interest to broadband communication fiber to the home services were main acquainted to 2001 and 

their procurement to endorser need spread quickly over the access network. The number about 

subscribers will be expanding Furthermore an extensive no. From claiming optical fiber cable would 

being introduced every day will help this demand, design, development Furthermore support 

innovations are the fundamental significance though we would to guarantee the dependability from 

claiming optical communication system to the effective support and operation about optical fiber 

networks consideration need been concentrated on OFM.  

This paper concentrates on the optical reflectometry and reviews optical fiber monitoring and 

requisitions that are deployed in present optical fiber networks. This paper also introduces a 

development for optical fiber monitoring within our group, alongside the diagnosing issues for 

access, trunk and submarine fiber networks. 
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2. OFM in cable networks: 

(i)  Access Network: 

 An optical fiber line testing system has been deployed to support  the construction, 

reconfiguration, and maintenance of a vast number about optical fiber lines in access networks. It 

performs different sorts of the optical test remotely. An operator in a maintenance center sends 

requests through a information system of the optical testing module (OTM) letting it with perform 

different tests. The OTM, which is introduced in an optical distribution frame (ODF), holds different 

sorts for optical fiber measurement equipments such as an OTDR unit, a light source for optical fiber 

identification, and a power meter. An optical switch called a fiber selector selects the target fiber; 

also an optical coupler introduces the test light under the focus fiber. Throughout development 

work, OTDR test is performed to measure the loss and reflectance toward graft focuses with an 

ordinary determination for around twenty meters. When reacting on breakdowns alternately 

complaints, it will be used to recognize faults between the transmission equipment and optical fiber 

line and to identify the fault location..  

(ii) Trunk Network   

Optical trunk networks are significant communication lines between central offices and bring an 

ordinary span length of up to about 80 km. It unique in relation to a optical access network in that 

there are fewer fibers in the cables, and it utilization a match from claiming fibers similarly as 

upstream and downstream transmission lines. In general, optical trunk lines would moderately low 

loss and augment over long distances compared for optical access networks. The OTDR is likewise 

utilized to testing after construction, fault and occasional testing for an ordinary determination from 

claiming a few hundred meters. when the link loss of an optical trunk line surpasses the progressive 

extend of the OTDR, bidirectional measurement is conveyed out starting with both winds of the 

optical trunk line. 

(iii) Submarine Network  

 Optical submarine cable systems are separated under two Classes. One classification 

comprises for repeatered systems for long-haul applications, which transmit signals over many 

kilometers toward utilizing optical amplifiers [erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs)] and power fed 

through submarine cables. The other class comprises from claiming repeaterless systems to short-

distance application of up to a few hundred kilometers.  

To monitor the long submarine optical fiber cable, a coherent OTDR (C-OTDR) will be utilized to 

move forward the recipient affectability up to the quantum limit by heterodyne detection, which is 

profitable to the direct detection. An ordinary determination from claiming through one kilometer is 

used for submarine application..   

3. Recent Work in OFM 

 There will be a standout amongst challenges will uphold that optical network (PON) broadly 

introduced in access networks, in which an optical control splitter will be introduced outside. The 

basic OTDR approach at a central office gives best a superposition of the reflectometric traces of all 

branches. The high resolution OTDR is one of the few practical ways in the current situation whereby 

operators might affirm the number of reflections at  the FBG reflector in the traces, but its use is 
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restricted to checking for the vicinity of fiber breaks. Otherwise, operators must attempt trying 

starting with inside the customer's house.  

The over issue will be recognized as a research topic of interest in optical fiber monitoring. 

Numerous methodologies have been accounted including the multi-wavelength OTDR for 

wavelength subordinate units Furthermore Brillouin OTDR with devices that bring separate Brillouin 

frequency shifts. However, these systems require extra optical segments alternately progressions of 

the optical fiber itself. Therefore, they would challenging should apply to existing PONs.  

Recently, we need suggested Also produced a system will succeed this problem, in particular to 

empower us to monitor the individual loss distribution of PON branches from the central office 

without any transform in the introduced offices. We bring this approach end-reflection helped 

Brillouin run through area examination. The next subsection introduce a review of the recent 

achievements in regards to this system including the estimation of a 32-branched PON, with a 

dynamic range of about  25 db.  

The test beam comprises of a probe pulse went with eventually perusing a pump pulse with a 

temporal interval of Δt. Their optical frequencies are set such-and-such a Brillouin interaction occurs, 

and the probe pulse is amplified  when the two pulse impact toward a separation about vΔt/2 

starting with the reflection perspective during the conclusion of the optical fibers (v: light velocity). 

Since the Brillouin gain is proportional of the pump power at the collision, the optical loss at the 

impact purpose in each extension could a chance to be obtained by observing the probe pulse gain 

caused by the interactional. With recognize the branches obliges the Contrast in the lengths of the 

branches, namely, a period distinction that surpasses the probe pulse width is necessary the middle 

of each pair. In other words, when a little period Contrast will be included in the measured PON, a 

short probe pulse must make utilized. Consequently, a large bandwidth may be needed, and the 

affectability is diminished. The period Contrast (and probe pulse width) ought further bolstering 

make bigger over the lifetime of an acoustic phonon, Overall the additions about two branches for 

comparable lengths can't make separated. The occasion spatial determination of the system may be 

controlled eventually perusing the more modest of the two values, to be specific the pump and 

more probe pulse widths. A larger pump pulse width yields a large gain, accordingly enhancing the 

affectability. In laboratory test of the described method, the place a PON test-bed might have been 

constructed by utilizing standard single-mode fibers (SSMFs) and optical couplers, we exhibited the 

measurement of a 32-branched PON for a base extension period Contrast for 2m. The loss 

distribution of every branch was successfully obtained..  

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), alternately dynamic range of measurement system might have been 

investigated and inspected tentatively. We discovered that the affectability of the measurement 

might have been mostly controlled toward the recipient noise, which might have been joined with 

the probe beam when dissecting the Brillouin gain. However, for exactly cases, the spontaneous 

Brillouin scattering yielded at all branches and consolidated during the collector might surpass the 

recipient noise and more a chance to be a restricting factor as views the sensitivity.  

To achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio in refelctometry traces, a large number of measurements 

must make performed to averaging. Manufacture submarine transmission lines (including optical 

cables, repeaters, and so on. ) are inspected under a few circumstances, for example during 
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acceptance  inspection, shipping, final inspection afterward laying and  when distinguishing a fiber 

fault during operation. There has been a requirement to all the more delicate reflectometry 

technique to shorten the measurement time. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 

 Recent research and development in relation to optical fiber monitoring were reviewed. The 

optical reflectometry is promising technology that enables operators to maintain large number of 

facilities. There will be most likely that basic OTDR (or C-OTDR) approaches assume a part as the 

principle engineering technology for current optical fiber monitoring in communication system. 

However the diagnosing issues in communication system will ended up additional multifaceted as 

the system advance and will require distinctive capacities related with optical access, trunk and 

submarine configurations and application.. Further research and development of optical fiber 

monitoring technologies are expected with view to realizing exceedingly reliable optical services.. 
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